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Abstract. We constrain radio source clustering towards Planck-selected galaxy clusters using
the NVSS point source catalogue. The constraint can be utilised for generating realistic Sunyaev-
Zeldovich effect (SZE) mocks, and for predicting detectable clusters count and quantifying source
confusion in radio surveys.
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1. Introduction
Galaxy clusters are becoming observationally useful probes of cosmological models.
In future, thousands of galaxy clusters will be detected via SZE. Radio sources tend to
correlate with galaxy clusters directions and constitute an important SZE contamination.
The degree of the correlation and its redshift dependence remain uncertain due to poor
statistics of faint radio source populations and insofar small SZE galaxy cluster samples.
In Coble et al. (2007) a constraint on the source clustering was derived using the 28.5-
GHz survey yielding the radio source over-abundance towards galaxy cluster centres a
factor of 8.9 higher as compared to the clusters outskirts.
In preparation for the cm-wavelength sky surveys planned for RT32/OCRA-f (One
Centimetre Receiver Array installed on the 32-m radio telescope in Torun´, Poland) we
have calculated a possible scientific output from such a blind survey in terms of the num-
ber of detectable point sources and SZE-detectable galaxy clusters using hydrodynamic
simulations of large scale structure formation (Lew et al. (2015)). In that work we used
the early Planck cluster sample (henceforth ESZ) (Planck Collaboration et al. (2011))
and we have shown that the point source clustering properties may significantly alter SZE
counts predictions depending on the telescope beamwidth and observing frequency. In this
report we revisit the point source clustering properties towards galaxy clusters using the
extended cluster sample (henceforth PSZ) described in Planck Collaboration et al. (2014).
2. Point source clustering from NVSS and Planck
In Lew et al. (2015) we introduced a simple statistic to quantify the clustering of radio
sources towards galaxy clusters as a function of angular distance θmax from cluster centres:
ρN (θmax) =
1
piθ2maxN0
∫ θmax
0
∂N(θ)
∂θ
dθ ≈
1
piθ2maxN0
∑
i
A1(θi) (2.1)
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where ρN (θmax) is the cumulative solid-angle source number density, N0 is the total
number of clusters in the sample and A1(θi) = 1 if the radio source is within the angular
distance θmax from its associated cluster’s centre and A1 = 0 otherwise. The summation
extends over all radio sources.
In this report we apply this statistic to the ESZ and PSZ samples which we cross-
correlate with the 1.4 GHz NVSS radio source catalogue (Condon et al. (1998)) out to
60′ form the cluster centres. In this calculation 142 (993) out of 189 (1227) clusters were
used from the ESZ (PSZ) sample. In Fig. 1 we plot the result relative to the NVSS average
source density: 〈ρN,NVSS〉 ≈ 0.0135 arcmin
−2 which is the total number of sources in the
catalogue divided by the total survey area, and where N0 = 1.
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Figure 1. NVSS-normalised point source overdensity in ESZ (left) and PSZ (right) samples as
a function of angular distance from the cluster centres. Individual lines represent overdensities
for sub-samples selected according to the clusters redshift ranges.
The point source overdensity relative to the cluster outskirts is clearly detected in the
PSZ sample as well, but its peak value is systematically lower from the values inferred
from ESZ sample in all redshift bins. It ranges between 5 and 10 within the innermost
1′. The lower values should be expected given that PSZ contains clusters yielding lower
SZE flux densities, having lower masses and hence a lower source richness. A more de-
tailed analysis, taking account of redshift space selections of radio sources (with redshifts
determined through e.g. optical identification) is needed to derive mass-richness scaling
relations, while future wide-area cm-wavelength surveys are required to understand a
plausible spectral dependence of the clustering. The clustering constraints are useful in
making mock surveys more realistic, especially when calculating survey confusion limits
and the expected SZE cluster count above given sensitivity limit. †
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